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Abstract
We reduce the vectorial binary Darboux transformation for the Manin-Radul supersymmetric KdV system in such a way
that it preserves the Manin-Radul-Mathieu supersymmetric KdV equation reduction. Expressions in terms of bosonic
Pfaffians are provided for transformed solutions and wave functions. We also consider the implications of these results for
the supersymmetric sine-Gordon equation. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The supersymmetric version of the Korteweg-de
 .Vries KdV system was introduced by Manin and
w xRadul in 9 . Thereafter many integrable equations
have been extended in this way. The role of the KdV
equation in two dimensional quantum gravity lead
the group of Alvarez-Gaume to search for analogous´
structures for supersymmetric two dimensional quan-
w xtum gravity 1 . Their results indicated that the super-
symmetric extensions of the KdV equation might be
relevant in the study of SUSY 2d quantum gravity.
1 On leave of absence from Beijing Graduate School, CUMT,
Beijing 100083, China.
2 Supported by Beca para estancias temporales de doctores y
tecnologos extranjeros en Espana: SB95-A01722297.´ ˜
3 Partially supported by CICYT: proyecto PB95–0401.
The Manin-Radul SUSY KdV has a distinguished
w xreduction 9,8 , a single equation that we shall call
Manin-Radul-Mathieu SUSY KdV. This equation is
closely related to the SUSY sine-Gordon equation
w x2 . In this note we extend to these equations the
Darboux transformations, providing in this manner
efficient ways to construct explicit solutions of these
two equations. Our scheme is a suitable reduction of
w x  w xthe one proposed in 3,4 see also 5 for super
.Wronski determinant soutions , that leads us to ex-´
press the new solutions in terms of bosonic Pfaffians.
The layout of the paper is as follows. First, in §2,
we recall the reader the basic facts regarding the
vectorial binary Darboux transformation for the
Manin-Radul SUSY KdV system, then, in §3, we
reduce these results to the Manin-Radul-Mathieu
SUSY KdV equation. Finally, in §4, we conclude the
letter by applying these techniques to the SUSY
sine-Gordon equation. Let us remark that for each
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case we give explicit examples, namely a supersoli-
ton for the Manin-Radul-Mathieu SUSY KdV and a
superkink solution of the SUSY sine-Gordon equa-
tion —these examples are obtained by dressing the
zero solution. Obviously, multi-supersoliton and
multi-superkink solutions are immediately con-
structed within our scheme using the mentioned
bosonic Pfaffians.
2. Vectorial binary Darboux transformations for
the Manin-Radul supersymmetric KdV system
The MR SUSY KdV system is defined in terms of
three independent variables q , x,t, where qgC isa
an odd supernumber, and x,tgC are even super-c
num bers, and tw o dependent variables
 .  .a q , x,t ,u q , x,t , where a is an odd function tak-
ing values in C and u is even function with valuesa
in C . A basic ingredient is a superderivation definedc
by D:sE qqE . The system isq x
1
a s a q3 aDa q6 a u , .  . .x xt x x x4
1
u s u q6uu q3a Duq3a Du , 1 .  . .t x x x x x x4
where we use the notation f :sE frE x and f :sx t
E frE t.
Let E be a supervector space over L:sC [Ca c
and l an even linear operator over E; then, the
linear system
c qaDcqucy lcs0,x x
1 1 1
c y a Dc y lc y uc q a Dc .t x x x x2 2 4
1
q u cs0, 2 .x4
has as its compatibility condition the MR SUSY
 .  .KdV system 1 . Eqs. 1 are also the compatibility
condition of adjoint linear system:
c ) qD ac ) quc ) yc ) ms0, .x x
1 1
) ) ) )c q aDc yc my uqDa c .t x x x2 2
1 1
) )q D a c q u c s0, 3 . .x x4 4
)
˜
) .where c q , x,t gE is a linear function on the
˜supervector space E, and m is an even linear opera-
tor.
In order to construct Darboux transformations for
these linear systems we need to introduce a linear
)
˜w xoperator, say V c ,c :E“E, bilinear in c and
c ) , defined by the compatible equations
w ) x )DV c ,c scmc ,
w ) xV c ,c t
w ) x w ) xs lV c ,c qV c ,c mx x
1
) )w xyD c mc q uDV c ,cx x /2
1
)w xy a DV c ,cx4
1
) )y Dc m Da c ya Dc .  .  . .
2
1
) )q a cmc yc mc 4 . .x x2
such that
w ) x w ) xlV c ,c yV c ,c m
sD c mc ) ycmc ) yacmc ) . 5 . .x x
Now we are ready to present the following:
[ ]The ˝ectorial binary Darboux transformation 4,6 .
 .Let j q , x,t be an even vector of the supervector
 .space V, of total dimension N, satisfying Eq. 2 ,
)  .j q , x,t an odd linear functional of the dual su-
)  . w ) xpervector space V solving Eq. 3 and V j ,j a
non singular even linear operator on V ,
w ) xdetV j ,j /0, defined in terms of the com-body
 .  .patible Eqs. 4 and 5 . Then, the objects
y1) )
ˆ w x w xc :scyV c ,j V j ,j j ,
y1) ) ) ) )ˆ w x w xc :sc yj V j ,j V j ,c ,
3 w ) xasay2 D lndetV j ,j ,ˆ
w ) xusuq2aDlndetV j ,jˆ ˆ
N
)w xD j detV j ,j . j j
js1q2 ,)w xdetV j ,j 0
x
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w ) xwhere V j ,j is an operator with associated su-j
permatrix obtained from the corresponding one of
w ) xV j ,j by replacing the j-th column by j , satisfy
 .  .the Eqs. 2 and 3 whenever the unhatted variables
 .do. Thus, a and u are new solutions of 1 .ˆ ˆ
Observe that here we are using ordinary determi-
nants, this is possible because we are considering
only even matrices, so that its coefficients conmute,
and also because we have finite total dimension N.
3. The reduction to the Manin-Radul-Mathieu
supersymmetric KdV equation
 .The equations 1 admits the reduction, us0,
w xdue to Manin and Radul 9 and studied later by
w xMathieu 8 . The system reduces then to the single
equation
4a sa q3 aDa , 6 .  .xt x x x
the so called Manin-Radul-Mathieu supersymmetric
KdV equation.
Obviously this equation is the compatibility con-
dition of the following linear system
c qaDcy lcs0,x x
1 1
c y a Dc y lc q a Dcs0. 7 .  .t x x x2 4
We first observe that given an even solution j of
 . t  .2 then Dj is an odd solution of 3 if and only if
Dus0. Second, if usu , a constant, given j and0
 . ) tc solutions of 2 we can take j sDj and
) t  . tc sDc as solutions of 3 whenever ms l ,
then
t) ) tw x w xV c ,j qV j ,c ycmj
is a constant linear operator.
Now, if we perform the vectorial binary Darboux
transformation for the MR SUSY KdV system in-
duced by the above transformation data and impose
t) ) tw x w xV j ,j qV j ,j sjmj ,
t) ) tw x w xV c ,j qV j ,c scmj , 8 .
ˆ ˆ
)then, the transformed wave functions c and c are
ˆ
)
ˆ
tlinked by c sDc , so that Dus0. Moreover, oneˆ
can show that usu , so if us0 then us0.ˆ ˆ0
We can summarize these results in the following
Proposition. Given solutions cgC and j , an evenc
 .  .vector in V, of 7 and potentials subject to 8 ; then,
the vectorial binary Darboux transformation pre-
serves the Manin-Radul-Mathieu supersymmetric
KdV equation reduction.
At this point one could apply the Grammian type
expressions of the vectorial binary Darboux transfor-
mation of the MR SUSY KdV system to get new
solutions of the MRM SUSY KdV equation from
given ones. However, these expressions for the com-
ponents of the wave functions and fields can be
rewritten compactly in terms of ordinary Pfaffians,
the derivation of this results follows the lines given
w xin 7 . But first let us remind the reader what is a
Pfaffian of an even-dimensional skew-symmetric
 .matrix. If Ss s is an even-dimensionali j i, js1, . . . ,2 M
skew matrix, s qs s0, its Pfaffian is defined asi j ji
My1
Pf Ss sgn p s .  p 2 kq1.p 2 kq2.
ks0pgP
where P is the set of permutations p of the 2 M first
natural numbers such that
 .1. For i, js0, . . . , My1, with i- j, then p 2 iq1
 .-p 2 jq1 .
 .  .2. For any js1, . . . , M one has p 2 jy1 -p 2 j .
For example, for Ms2 we have Pf Sss s y12 34
s s qs s . An important property of Pfaffians is13 24 14 23
 t .that for any matrix M we have Pf M SM s
 .det M Pf S, from where it follows that detSs
 .2Pf S . Obviously, as we already did with ordinary
determinants, we can extend this construction to
have Pfaffians of even linear operators on supervec-
tor spaces with even total dimension, Ns2 M.
w ) xNotice that the potential matrices V j ,j and
w ) xV c ,j split as follows
1
) tw xV j ,j s jmj qS , 9 .
2
1 t) tw x w xV c ,j s cj qS c ,j , 10 .
2
where S is skew-symmetric and
DSsjmDj t y Dj mj t , .
w xDS c ,j sc Djy Dc j . .
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 .In terms of S the constraint 5 reads
t t tl SyS l s2 Dj m Dj y Dj m Dj .  . .  .x x
tqj mjx x
y ljmj t yjmj t l t . 11 .
Pfaffian form of the reduced transformation. The
reduction of the Grammian determinant type solu-
tions of the MR SUSY KdV system to the MRM
SUSY KdV equation gives
1. For N even
asay4D3 lnPf S , . .ˆ
tw x0 c S c ,j
tPf yc 0 yj 0w xyS c ,j j S
cˆs .
Pf S .
2. For N odd
0 yj t3asay4D lnPf ,ˆ  / /j S
tw x0 S c ,jPf  /w xyS c ,j S
cˆs .
t0 yjPf  /j S
 .If lsdiag l , . . . , l is a diagonal matrix with1 N
 .l gC all different, l / l for i/ j, then 11ci i j
imply that the components of j , j , is1, . . . , N arei
subject to
2 22 Dj Dj q j y l j s0 12 .  .  .  .i i i ix x i
 .and determines Ss s asi j
2
s s Dj Dj y Dj Dj .  . .  .i j i j i jx xl y li j
q j j y l q l j j . .  .  .i j i jx i jx
In particular, for zero background as0,
j u , x ,t s aq qu aq exp k xqk 3 t .  .  .i i ,0 i ,1 i i
q ay qu ay exp yk xyk 3 t , .  .i ,0 i ,1 i i
where k 2 s l , a" and a" even and odd supernum-i i,0 i,1i
 .bers, respectively, and 12 simply is
aq ay sk aq ay .i ,1 i ,1 i i ,0 i ,0
w xFor example, the solution for Ns1 is 6
Dj jyj Dj .  .x x
asay4 ,ˆ 2j
that for as0 gives
8k aqayyayaq .1 0 1 0
asyˆ 2q ya exp h qa exp yh .  . .0 0
=
q ya exp h qa exp yh .  .1 11y2u ,q ya exp h qa exp yh .  .0 0
 . 3where h x,t :skxqk t and we are assuming that
q  . y  .the even quantity a exp h qa exp yh is invert-0 0
ible. Which can be considered as the typical 1-soli-
ton of the MRM SUSY KdV equation; hence, our
Pfaffian solutions, when applied to the zero back-
ground, provides the multi-soliton solutions of this
equation.
4. Pfaffian solutions of the supersymmetric sine-
Gordon equation
w xThe SUSY sine-Gordon equation 2 is
DD Fssin F 13 .  .t
E Ewhere D s qu and now u ,u gR and F , x,tt t t aEu E tt
gR . The linear systemc
c s i DF DcqKc .x
1
y1D csy K exp i F Dc , 14 .  .t 2
 .has as their compatibility 13 , here c is an even
vector in a supervector space and K an invertible
real even operator over it. It can be easily shown that
c qaDcy lcs0x x
where a :sg Dgy i g with gsDF an odd realx
supervariable and lsK 2.
w xA standard application 11,10 of the results of the
previous section yields
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Theorem. Let j be an even vector solution in the
 .supervector space V, of total dimension N, of 14
 .so that 11 are satisfied; then,
4arg Pf S, when N is even,¡
t~FˆyFs 0 yj4arg Pf , when N is odd.¢  /j S
 .is a new solution of 13 .
 .When Ksdiag k , . . . ,k and Fs0 the solu-1 N
 .tion of 14 has components
1 1
q qj s 1y u u A q uy u Ai t i ,0 t i ,1 /  /2 2ki
=exp h x ,t . .i
1 1
y yq i 1y u u A q uq u At i ,0 t i ,1 /  /2 2ki
=exp yh x ,t . .i
where now
1
q y q yh x ,t :sk xy t , A A sk A A . .i i i ,1 i ,1 i i ,0 i ,04ki
For Ns1 we get the superkink solution
1 1
y y1y u u A q uq u At 0 t 1 /  /2 2k
Fˆs4arctan 1 1
q q 1y u u A q uy u At 0 t 1 /  /2 2k
=
1
exp y2kxq t , /2k 0
if we assume that AqgR is invertible we can0 c
write
1 AyAqyAqAq1 1 1 0yFs4arctan A qu0q q A A0 0
AyAqqAqAq1 1 1 0 yyu yu u At t 0q /2kA0
=
1
exp y2kxq t . / /2k
The formulae of our theorem obviously contains
the supersymmetric extension of topological solitons
like the multi-kinks solutions.
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